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ROCCAT Vulcan TKL AIMO Linear Switch keyboard USB QWERTY
English Black

Brand : ROCCAT Product code: ROC-12-274

Product name : Vulcan TKL AIMO Linear Switch

- Titan Switch Mechanical (1.4mm actuation, linear)
- 50 million keystroke life-cycle
- Compact TKL form factor
32-bit ARM Cortex-M0 based processor, 1000Hz, 50 million life-cycle, 360 x 133.3 x 34 mm, 660 g
ROCCAT Vulcan TKL AIMO Linear Switch. Keyboard form factor: Full-size (100%). Keyboard style:
Straight. Device interface: USB, Keyboard key switch: Mechanical, Keyboard layout: QWERTY. Backlight
type: RGB LED. Recommended usage: Gaming. Product colour: Black

Keyboard

Recommended usage * Gaming
Device interface * USB
Keyboard key switch * Mechanical
Keyboard layout * QWERTY
Keyboard language * English
Pointing device *
Keyboard form factor * Full-size (100%)
Numeric keypad *
Keyboard keys operating life 50 million characters
Windows keys
Key travel distance 3.6 mm
Polling rate 1000 Hz
Built-in memory
Country of origin China

Design

Backlight *
Backlight type RGB LED
Backlight colour Red/Green/Blue
Keyboard style Straight

Design

Wrist rest
Product colour * Black
Surface coloration Monochromatic

Power

Power source type * USB

Mouse

Mouse included *

System requirements

Windows operating systems
supported Windows 10, Windows 7, Windows 8

Weight & dimensions

Keyboard dimensions (WxDxH) 360 x 133.3 x 34 mm
Keyboard weight 660 g

Packaging data

Number of products included * 1 pc(s)
Package type Box

Logistics data

Commodity Classification
Automated Tracking System
(CCATS)
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